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Q14 Please list priority pedestrian "hot spots" in Brunswick that need
action. Include exact location, what makes them dangerous and how

they can be fixed.
Answered: 484 Skipped: 438

# RESPONSES DATE

1 The blyth street and lygon street Brunswick intersection is DANGEROUS! Drivers try to turn
from lygon st into blyth street and get a green light as opposed to a green arrow. This is
dangerous for pedestrians as drivers want to make it before the tram. Its very scary.

5/19/2021 2:50 PM

2 Corner of Lygon and Glenlyon road. The crossings are very dangerous 5/19/2021 11:26 AM

3 None I can think of 5/18/2021 12:56 PM

4 Ewing/Glenlyon intersection Too many cars turning in and out of Ewing Re-visit plan to
block Ewing north-bound. Better signage for cars leaving Ewing. Better protection of
pedestrian refuge.

5/18/2021 11:15 AM

5 edward street between sydney rd and lygon st - very uneven footpaths - trip hazards -
especially in the dark - poor lighting at night

5/18/2021 8:01 AM

6 Glenlyon Rd. Pedestrian crossing between Lygon & Nicholson required (improve access to
East Brunswick Village.

5/17/2021 9:38 PM

7 Brunswick road footpath Footpaths in east Brunswick 5/17/2021 3:16 PM

8 Where the footpath and driveway entrance meet at Barkly Square along Weston St. Where
the compactors are, opposite the pub/Brunswick Foodstore. Cars don't give way to
pedestrians when entering our exciting the car park

5/17/2021 2:22 PM

9 Lygon street all the crossings. 5/17/2021 8:20 AM

10 Getting off tram at Weston street, cars often don’t stop for tram see people almost get hit,
need better tram stop

5/17/2021 8:13 AM

11 lygon st needs more trees and needs to fix certain intersections. smaller streets, for
example Overend st, need stricter parking times to make pedestrian movement safer

5/17/2021 8:12 AM

12 No 5/17/2021 7:57 AM

13 None 5/17/2021 7:54 AM

14 To many to list syd Rd, Brunswick Rd intersection 5/16/2021 6:26 AM

15 places where there is insufficient lighting 5/15/2021 10:21 PM

16 Royal park, for aforementioned reasons 5/15/2021 10:13 PM

17 Pedestrian lights on Nicholson street outside Brunswick east primary school. Cars don’t see
red light and drive though.

5/15/2021 8:49 PM

18 Sydney road 5/15/2021 7:47 PM

19 Hope Street near the train line. All along Sydney Road 5/15/2021 3:12 PM

20 Glenlyon and Lygon, people try to "beat the lights" due to the severe amount of car traffic. 5/15/2021 2:07 PM

21 Albion street going toward the double bend. 5/15/2021 1:30 PM

22 Bike/ walking path along railway. Too narrow for the both pedestrians and bikes. 5/15/2021 12:55 PM

23 Where Hope St meets Sydney Rd. Should cars or pedestrians give way here? No one
seems to know. There is a raised pavement but its not painted as a zebra crossing. I have
seen many right turn cars ( Sydney rd into Hope st) almost run over pedestrians

5/14/2021 4:36 PM

24 All Albion! More pedestrian cross. Hope st - more lights Victoria st - more speed bumps and
light. More green for summer so we can have shades during summer.

5/14/2021 4:30 PM

25 Sydney Road and Barkley Street by Pachamama is very hard to cross. Needs a pedestrian 5/14/2021 3:52 PM
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crossing.

26 Albert street & Victoria street between Lygon and Nicholson. The corner of Cross and Albert
in particular. The bakery is super busy and this intersection has way too much traffic. Also
corner of Victoria street and Cross street. Cars are Parking right up to the corner. Traffic is
too fast. New measures are confusing and cars are actually going faster now. Seems they
are more annoyed. It’s chaos at rush hour and I feel nervous even letting my teenagers walk
to sports practice at the ovals. There was another road rage incident on Victoria street and
Cross street this morning. It’s only a matter of time before someone is seriously injured
here. Also soooo many dogs walking on the street off lead?!?! I don’t get this at all. Council
just seems to be implementing a series of hot fixes in this area, rather than having a master
plan for traffic/pedestrian management.

5/14/2021 2:24 PM

27 Sydney Road / Glenlyon Road 5/14/2021 1:29 PM

28 Na 5/14/2021 1:09 PM

29 Union St Brunswick - very narrow, uneven footpaths - a very busy pedestrian linking street
connecting people with the train station, Sydney Road and local area

5/14/2021 12:58 PM

30 corner of lygon street and victoria street needs to have longer periods of pedestrian crossing
time because there are many aggressive drivers that do not care about pedestrians walking.
it would also be good if they can have quicker change times.

5/14/2021 9:09 AM

31 Intersection at Nicholson and Blyth is terrible for walkers and cyclists. 5/14/2021 8:15 AM

32 Lygon st cars don’t stop when you get on and off the tram ALWAYS HAVE TO LOOK!
Without fail cars will fly past

5/14/2021 8:01 AM

33 - 5/14/2021 7:56 AM

34 The traffic lights on Sydney road to IGA at police station take so so long one can’t be
expected to wait that long!!!!

5/14/2021 7:49 AM

35 Drivers don’t observe road rules at intersections 5/12/2021 3:43 PM

36 The Merri Creek feels very unsafe as a woman walking alone in the evening - very poorly lit 5/10/2021 6:48 PM

37 Pearson Street/Dawson Street intersection. Creates a barrier to south west corner of Gilpin
Park from the south for elderly people and dog walkers. Thereby reducing access to major
parklands right up to Hope Street. While the entry via the Brickworks housing is more
accessible it limits use of the south west corner of the park to those in the south west.

5/10/2021 7:40 AM

38 Albert Street between Sydney Road and Lygon Street is getting too congested with car
parks on the side of the road, which makes it worse.

5/8/2021 3:55 PM

39 See above 5/7/2021 10:20 PM

40 Many hot spots in need of attention Periodically inspections and repair of foot paths properly
not simple patchwork

5/2/2021 8:40 PM

41 More lights on Victoria street between Sydney road and Melville road, now! 4/28/2021 6:18 PM

42 Roundabout at intersection of Albert St, Fallon St and Gardiner St gets quite busy,
especially in the morning/evening and needs a pedestrian crossing or better pedestrian
refuges. It is difficult to cross here with a toddler or pushing a pram.

4/26/2021 10:08 AM

43 Crossing from SE Brunswick Park over Victoria St to Clifton Park for bikes & pedestrians.
Fast traffic along Vic st. The traffic island recently installed helps but still dangerous esp for
BSC students. Can we have exclusive pedestrian crossing points on Sydney Road (like in
Coburg strip) one each between Victoria & Albert Streets and Albert & Glenlyon/Dawson
Increased visual prompt for traffic to stop for recently upgraded crosding on Albert St
between Clifton & Gilpin parks

4/24/2021 10:19 AM

44 Melville road has relatively few controlled crossing points. At busy times it can be very
difficult to cross, while traffic is moving at close to 60kph. Moreland road is the same.

4/21/2021 5:48 PM

45 Lygon Street, Sydney Road, Brunswick Road 4/21/2021 1:29 PM

46 See number 12 4/21/2021 7:10 AM

47 None here in west brunswick 4/18/2021 10:53 PM

48 All of Sydney Road. The Victoria Street just west of Lygon. The footpaths are narrow and
uneven and I have seen people with mobility difficulties have to move to the road because

4/18/2021 9:52 PM
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they can't navigate the narrow and uneven footpaths. Especially when the apartment blocks
dump waste on the footpaths.

49 Frith, Lobb, Howarth and McIver streets are all in poor condition. Hard waste is dumped and
left in these streets. Frith St. has a slump hole that may break open! and footpaths are
uneven. The entrance, exit and condition of the carpark area behind The Duke hotel are also
broken and lack signage and lighting - it is impossible to tell if there is a way through to
Sydney Road making it a trap for pedestrians. The empty lots and littered side streets are
unappealing. Better sealing, signage directing foot traffic, bikes and cars to Sydney Rd,
lighting and some seating 'oases' in the car park and on Frith St would make it a much more
pleasant area, where pedestrians could enjoy a break away from Sydney Rd. Strategically
placed planting and cross walks would make this area attractive and safer.

4/17/2021 3:53 PM

50 Barkly St & Lygon St. Stressful for everyone from cars, bikes, to walkers 4/17/2021 12:59 PM

51 Bike/shared path along rail line needs better lighting for night use and removal of trip
hazards (remains of timber posts sticking up - between Union St and Albert St) Pedestrian
crossing at Sydney Rd x Weston St northern set of pedestrian lights do not automatically
give a green walk signal on change of lights but require the button to have been pushed -
tempts people to cross against signal or run to Southside crossing

4/16/2021 12:09 PM

52 I don't feel in danger. Sometimes I like to stop under a tree. 4/14/2021 6:59 PM

53 Sydney Rd- all of it. Get rid of the on-road parking already! The footpaths are too
narrow/cluttered in many places, and for the volume of pedestrian/cyclist traffic there needs
to be more space allocated for walkers/cyclists.

4/14/2021 5:21 PM

54 Upfield bike paths 4/14/2021 5:00 PM

55 The streets in general need to be cleaned up ie uneven footpaths, overhanging trees from
Council plantings and homeowners front yards. These things are very dangerous for elderly
and visually impaired.

4/14/2021 11:53 AM

56 Nicholson Street bend as it is not safe for pedestrians 4/13/2021 10:36 PM

57 Trim the trees more often. On sidewalks that are overtaken (eg. Victoria Street/Albert street
between Lygon-Sydney Rd)

4/13/2021 4:58 PM

58 Areas along lygon street where there is outdoor seating for cafes/restaurants. It is often
hard to walk through these areas as the is not enough space. Particularly between Barkly
and Weston.

4/13/2021 4:07 PM

59 1. Many people crossing at/near the intersection of Blyth St and Burchett St (where lights
for the Fire Station currently are) to access the bus stops there or continue north, but cars
speed along Blyth St 2. Many people cross near the intersection of Blyth St and Cooraminta
St (where the childcare centre currently is) to access the centre, often with young children.
However cars speed along Blyth St and/or back up when a car is turning right into Nash St
3. The intersection of De Carle St and Stewart St needs assistance with traffic
management, pedestrian/cyclist priority, visibility, AND the quality of the road etc. Very
difficult area to be seen and navigate as a pedestrian and cyclist, especially with trucks 4.
Some traffic calming/pedestrian priority at the intersection of De Carle St and Albion St
crossing North/South. Especially near the bus stop. This intersection the main
section/reason why I will never let my children walk north/south to school without an adult!

4/13/2021 12:17 PM

60 Dawson Street & Grantham Street due to the tram turning the corner & cars turning right into
Grantham Street from Dawson Street. Better crossing for pedestrians?

4/13/2021 11:02 AM

61 Nicholson St 4/13/2021 10:48 AM

62 The minor east-west streets such as Albion and Hope Streets need more pedestrian
crossings to make it safer for children to walk to school and Gillian Oval. A crossing near
Hope and Holloway Road, one near Albion and Crook, and crossings at the Upfield bike path
intersections would be great More traffic calming on Hope and Albion Streets such as
additional street trees to create shady bottlenecks. This would discourage their use for ‘rat-
run’ drivers. I think these tend to drive faster and more noisily than locals.

4/13/2021 10:07 AM

63 moreland rd - need railway is very dark and dangerous as cars fly into side streets to avoid
traffic - need road/lane merge is really bad under railway at cameron st

4/13/2021 7:28 AM

64 Glenlyon road and Minnie st. 4/13/2021 7:18 AM

65 Percy/Hope/Fredrick st - it’s insane to cross. Traffic go too fast and are hard to see from
the footpath. Also lots do the dogleg from Percy/Fredrick and don’t indicate. Albion street
footpaths are too narrow for the trees, and two way pedestrians along with prams/ kids on

4/12/2021 10:24 PM
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bikes etc. often pedestrians need to move to the side and on the road to walk around the
trees. Maybe Albion and Hope could become one way with a dedicated bike lane next to the
footpath and car parking in the centre like in the new parts of the CBD. There’s not enough
room For parked cars, bikes, two way traffic and pedestrians and the trees.

66 Crossings along Albion street near Patterson st 4/12/2021 9:48 PM

67 No 4/12/2021 9:47 PM

68 The Albion St traffic is so bad. The 40kmh zone is never adhered to and must be policed.
Crossing the Pearson/Albion crossing is dangerous - the traffic lights need moving to
accommodate Pearson, Albion and Shamrock. Albert and Hope are similar. Stop the
massive construction sites or provide adequate pathways for walkers, cyclists and cars.
There's too much development. I'm constantly having to walk on the road to avoid building
sites.

4/12/2021 9:02 PM

69 I have been nearly taken out by cars at tram stops. Once while 8 months pregnant. Lygon
st, cars just want to get ahead . So many times people in the cars are just laughing.

4/12/2021 8:32 PM

70 (1) Brunswick East: Crossing Glenlyon Road between Lygon and Nicholson Street - this is a
busy road that desperately needs multiple pedestrian crossings between the 2 main roads.
(2) Brunswick East: Intersection of John St and Miller St. This is a roundabout and is really
difficult to cross. Should just be a T-intersection with a proper pedestrian crossing. Lots of
school kids cross here and it is too difficult. (3) Brinswock East: Clarke St, John St, Glew
St. These streets have appalling uneven surfaces with lots of bluestone driveways, and
areas where the pavement slopes down to the road for cars so the footpath isn’t level. They
need to be completely redone, not just patched up with tarmac which really doesn’t work.

4/12/2021 8:28 PM

71 Hope st between the train tracks and Sydney road. Drivers are too aggressive and it’s way
too congested with cars. Making Breese and/or Ovens St no through roads might help, as
would putting in pedestrian crossings and preventing people from parking along the street in
this area

4/12/2021 8:24 PM

72 We need a pedestrian crossing or traffic light crossing at Blyth Street near the corner of
Edmends Street. There's already traffic lights infrastructure out the front of the Fire Station.
There's a bus stop nearby. A lot of people crossing here to access the child care a short
way up Blyth Street. Also lots of cyclists heading north/south via Edmends and Burchett.

4/12/2021 7:51 PM

73 Union street - footpaths are narrow and uneven, including overgrown bushes from homes
which jut out into footpaths. This is dangerous for elderly residents (my mum had a bad fall
a few years ago due to the uneven footpath).

4/12/2021 7:44 PM

74 Pedestrian crossing from union street at south Daly street towards Brunswick South West
Primary school. It is currently highlighted by raised footpath but it not a formal crossing.
This is confusing and unsafe for cars and kids as some cars stop and others don't. There is
no school crossing from this side of the school (union street) at all.

4/12/2021 7:31 PM

75 See above. All favour cars and not pedestrians or cyclists. Dangerous crossing points Also,
cars frequently run the pedestrian crossing on Holmes street. This crossing should be
moved to Donald st corner so that cars can turn right at this intersection and pedestrians
can cross too.

4/12/2021 7:06 PM

76 Hope Street from Sydney Rd, needs more lighting for residents, Orient Grove and Bulleke
Beck is needs more lighting residents walking from Anstey Way over the railway, into Orient
Grove, need more Lighting because there are dark bluestone alleyway, for attackers to hide,
needs more lighting. park does too, stop potentially being attacked.

4/12/2021 5:27 PM

77 Crossing Blyth St to access the childcare centre at 62 Blyth St. People often do not
observe speed limits on Blyth St, and this is particularly dangerous with little kids at that
location. A safer crossing option (lights may be easier than overpass I assume?) would be
very, very welcome.

4/12/2021 5:21 PM

78 Corner grantham & dawson - can only cross 2 sides Corner pearson and dawson - diabolical
t-intersection

4/12/2021 5:16 PM

79 Barkly square car park 4/12/2021 9:22 AM

80 All Railway Crossings. 4/11/2021 3:04 PM

81 On Brunswick road (a very busy road) between the railway line and Grantham St there is no
pedestrian crossing to access Royal Park.

4/10/2021 7:43 PM

82 Lygon Street from Glenlyon to Holmes st - drivers speed, especially when traffic is lighter.
Holmes street, traffic too fast for residential area. Blyth street - between sydney road and

4/9/2021 1:11 PM
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lygon street - speeding drivers Nicholson street - from Albion st to tram stop - good that it’s
40 but many drivers speed through there

83 West Brunswick , Moreland Rd to Brunswick Road and Sydney Rd to Meville Rd, footpaths
uneven from street tree Paper Bark roots. Some spots are extreme

4/9/2021 10:18 AM

84 Pedestrian lights in Sydney rd at Donald St, and in Holmes Rd at Mitchell street need to
change more quickly for pedestrians and tram priority changed.

4/6/2021 8:18 PM

85 Lygon street needs lights to change faster and nature strips. Crossing from either side of
Lygon street can take a good amount of time.

4/6/2021 2:43 PM

86 I don't know the area well enough. 4/6/2021 11:00 AM

87 None that I am aware of. For biking Sydney road can feel very dangerous at times with cars
not being aware of bikers when parking and opening doors

4/5/2021 4:06 PM

88 N/A 4/5/2021 12:41 PM

89 There should be a proper 'flashing light' pedestrian crossing on Victoria St - between Clifton
Park and the Brunswick Central parklands (Gillon Oval). It's mainly for bike commuters
(including students) that follow the bike track between Gilpin and Clifton Parks. The same
can be said for the current pedestrian (sort of safe) crossing on Albert St between Gilpin and
Clifton Parks - flashing lights should be installed.

4/4/2021 7:47 PM

90 Lack of pedestrian crossing on Lygon st village, between Weston and Phillip. 4/4/2021 12:03 PM

91 Sydney Road Brunswick and Lygon Street Brunswick east. Very few instances of
crossings. Fast cars. People driving too fast.

4/3/2021 12:45 PM

92 See above 4/3/2021 9:03 AM

93 Corner of Sydney road and Weston. Move trams stops further away from junction 4/2/2021 4:37 PM

94 Pedestrian crossing near Albert and Lygon. Too slow 4/2/2021 3:41 PM

95 My biggest concern is the lack of lighting. This makes walking impossible for me when it is
dark because I am afraid for my physical safety. The onset of winter with reduced daylight
hours makes this very depressing for me because I walk at least 1 hour each day. My
absolute priority is better lighting. This would bring out more people and increase safety on
multiple levels: reduces access and opportunity for potential perpetrators because there are
people around; increases potential for making new connections with others; increases
safety b/c of numbers of people about 1. All parks e.g., Gilpin Park; Brunswick park; the
football ovals on Hope street and Victoria Streets 2. All streets need more lights.

4/2/2021 8:26 AM

96 Reaburn Reserve crossing Victoria St to Clifton Park 3/31/2021 2:56 PM

97 Any of the intersections along Sydney Road. Cars turning left or right are doing so at the
same time pedestrians have the green light to walk across the street. This is very
dangerous.

3/31/2021 9:41 AM

98 None. 3/30/2021 9:53 AM

99 We need more pedestrian crossings in Sydney Rd, even if they were just zebra crossings.
Some of the current traffic lights are a long way apart and everyone Jay walks at their/our
peril.

3/29/2021 5:53 PM

100 Roundabout on intersection of Hope st and Pearson street needs zebra crossing for
pedestrians going to the park. Also Victora street near Basfoods the pedestrian crossing
either needs lights or zebra crossing. People and bikes crossing frequently and cars
speeding

3/29/2021 2:54 PM

101 - Merri Creek trail - more lighting 3/29/2021 1:20 PM

102 See above 3/29/2021 7:30 AM

103 Stop suggesting walking isn’t safe. If I can’t cross the road at a particular point, I’ll just
make a slight detour.

3/28/2021 11:45 PM

104 Minnie st rat run 3/28/2021 8:36 PM

105 In Princess park for walkers and cyclists. Any of the paths in park. Down Moonee Ponds
creek Trail. In winter cyclists are 'on top of' pedestrians well before they might be able to
see them (unless peds or their dogs wear lights).

3/28/2021 12:35 PM

106 Corner Albion and Pearson Streets 3/27/2021 5:06 PM
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107 Hope Street 3/27/2021 11:27 AM

108 Residential streets such as Davies, Mitchell are poorly lit 3/26/2021 3:16 PM

109 The traffic lights at Blyth st and Weston st need to have pedestrian crossing lanes on both
sides of the road - people end up running across the other streets into traffic to catch trams
etc

3/26/2021 10:12 AM

110 Albion and Breese Street intersection - often a terrible traffic bottleneck with cars backed up
from Sydney Road. Breese Street next to Bulleke-Bek Park - a dangerous spot for
pedestrians when speeding cars use it as a “rat run”. So many people cross here from park
up to Sydney Road. Needs a pedestrian crossing!

3/25/2021 4:26 PM

111 walking to and from Jewel station at night - lighting crossing brunswick rd and dawson st 3/25/2021 3:04 PM

112 Where Albion street becomes Nicholson St. That whole strip and the bend down near Jones
Park and the school are so dangerous. The intersection at Albion and Lygon/Holmes is
extremely hazardous for cars, bikes and pedestrians. The crossing is very awkward and
doesn’t accommodate enough people and bikes in the mornings and after school.

3/25/2021 12:52 PM

113 Crossing Glenlyon road at place where Blair Street and Charles sort of meet. I tripped on
one of those raised markers in middle of road and fell

3/24/2021 9:01 PM

114 Mitchell st Brunswick should have speed bumps. There is a school in the street and people
speed up there regularly. This is unsafe for children and families walking to and from school.

3/24/2021 7:49 PM

115 Mitchell St is often used to speed down given its width and lack of speed bumps. 3/24/2021 4:30 PM

116 Crossing at Glenlyon x John street - cars speed down Glenlyon faster than the 50 kmh limit
and the pedestrian refuge island regularly has its signs run over. It’s on a bike route and the
pedestrians and bikes often have to wait a long time to cross safely. The 2 sides of John
street don’t align well so cars turning out from each side are in each other’s path so it’s
often unclear who is doing what... Responsive pedestrian lights seem an obvious solution.

3/24/2021 4:07 PM

117 Intersection of Weston Street and Lygon Street. There is now so much traffic attempting to
turn out of Weston into Lygon or into Weston off Lygon. The complication is that the road
funnels into one lane, and although there is a pedestrian crossing outside the Quarry hotel,
often trams stop here heading north, which means that because the length of the trams
have doubled now they block the crossing/turning off Lygon into Weston both ways, People
are also trying to get ahead of each other outside the quarry and hence often go through the
pedestrian crossing as well as scooters and cyclists through the red light as pedestrians
cross. The simple solution is to relocate the tram stop to outside 4oo Gradi (it could then
cope with the length of the tram) and move the pedestrian light outside the Quarry to be a
traffic light and it be the crossing on Weston and Lygon). You would have more safer
crossings for pedestrians (north -south and east -west) plus easier access for turning and
crossing Lygon Street out of and into Weston.

3/24/2021 3:20 PM

118 HOPE STREET. also westbourne street at brunswick north primary school 3/24/2021 2:38 PM

119 Unsure, just moved to area 3/24/2021 9:59 AM

120 Nicholson street from Brunswick road to Albert street it’s very uneven 3/23/2021 5:15 PM

121 Breese Street at the corner of West Street 3/23/2021 4:31 PM

122 Trying to cross Glenlyon Rd at John St is difficult - please install pedestrian lights 3/22/2021 10:17 PM

123 The corner of Barkly Street and Sydney road is dangerous because cars speed. I wish there
were speed cameras at the nearby traffic lights.

3/22/2021 4:22 PM

124 A pedestrian crossing in Brunswick Road between Grantham Street and the railway line. I
would also like seats on bus stops in Brunswick Road. These would help any walkers, not
just bus travelers.

3/22/2021 1:42 PM

125 Even footpaths are adequate 3/22/2021 9:19 AM

126 None in particular come to mind 3/21/2021 9:52 PM

127 Merri creek path. I don't know how to fix it because I love walking alone and I love when I
can be there and feel solitude... But due to male violence against women along the path
over the years I feel hypervigilent when I am alone there, even in daylight.

3/21/2021 4:54 PM

128 Barkly Street crossing on Sydney Road. 3/21/2021 2:11 PM

129 Where Stewart St crosses the top of Nicholson there should be a pedestrian crossing. That
is one of the main ways of getting to Ceres and the Merri bridge.

3/20/2021 6:06 PM
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130 Any footpath/ bike path crossing, like at Anstey station (East side, either end). Straighten
the bike path and improve sight lines.

3/20/2021 11:39 AM

131 Sydney Road as above. 3/20/2021 11:14 AM

132 Haven’t identified problems and have signalised options in my location 3/20/2021 8:58 AM

133 Corner Barkly Street and Lygon Street (West Side). Needs a zebra crossing. 3/19/2021 4:02 PM

134 West side roads behind buildings on Sydney Road 3/18/2021 9:43 PM

135 Through traffic on Ewing Street school walking/ cycling route be reduced. A lot of
aggressive commuters drive through this route making it unsafe for the school kids.

3/18/2021 10:22 AM

136 The crossing mentioned above. There should be allowance for pedestrians to cross on the
south side of bikes as well as north side so blends back onto path at west side of Nicholson
st

3/18/2021 8:18 AM

137 Uneven footpaths numerous places. Stumbled and broke wrist recently and tripping/falling is
more on my mind now

3/17/2021 12:27 PM

138 More lighting in Methven Park in the corners More lighting along residential streets 3/17/2021 12:21 PM

139 End of Miller Street crossing at intersection with Nicholson on west side. Needs a central
reservation to better aid crossing. The junction has a lot of car movement at various times
of the day and they are all in different directions.

3/17/2021 8:49 AM

140 See previous questions. 3/17/2021 8:48 AM

141 As stated above, Clifton Park on Victoria street side. The part between the skate park and
Pearson Street, where the pedestrian path runs parallel to the road (Victoria street) but it is
too far away from the street lights to be well lit

3/17/2021 8:43 AM

142 Sydney road. We need more bike paths so cyclists amd pedestrians don't have to share as
much (I am NOT suggesting cyclist get kicked of the existing paths)

3/17/2021 8:36 AM

143 Percy st- very busy lots of impatient drivers 3/17/2021 8:19 AM

144 - 3/17/2021 8:18 AM

145 Brunswick station crossing 3/17/2021 8:15 AM

146 A pedestrian crossing is badly needed on Melville Rd between Daly st and Victoria 3/16/2021 8:32 PM

147 Sydney and glenlyon rds 3/16/2021 7:04 PM

148 Not sure 3/16/2021 2:54 PM

149 Glenlyon road and Lygon street intersection. To much car and truck traffic. Trucks shouldn’t
be able to utilise Glenlyon road.

3/16/2021 12:01 PM

150 Along Moreland Rd. Often drivers turn off or onto the road very aggressively, even in the
afternoon. Part of my wall home from school requires that I walk along there and sometimes
it's scary even at the lights (when it's safe to cross).

3/16/2021 10:12 AM

151 Albert St in front of Fleming Park. The only way to fix situation is Closure of Albert &
Victoria St somewhere in between Nicholson and Lygon St. This will stop all East & West
rat traffic and make it a residential zone only. Any thing else will have no effect on the busy
dangerous existing traffic situation.

3/16/2021 9:32 AM

152 Pathway along railway line - would be great if it was wider and more lighting/ activation. 3/16/2021 8:54 AM

153 Lygon st north of Brunswick Rd. Huge amounts of traffic, slow pedestrian lights, a real
barrier to pedestrian traffic.

3/16/2021 8:48 AM

154 Corner of Lygon street and Edward street. Not enough pedestrian crossings. 3/16/2021 8:45 AM

155 N/A 3/16/2021 8:44 AM

156 No exact area but crossing with a pram difficult on lots of streets 3/16/2021 8:35 AM

157 Cnr of Weston st and Lygon st. 3/16/2021 8:34 AM

158 Not sure 3/16/2021 8:24 AM

159 Glenlyon rd between Lygon and sydney rd Sydney rd near Brunswick rd 3/16/2021 8:14 AM

160 I live on Blair Street and find it very hard to cross Glenlyon road and find myself having to 3/15/2021 8:29 PM
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walk longer routes to use traffic lights. Even a pedestrian island would help a lot.

161 Sydney rd shops. Strategic footpath widening by removing car parks. Improving traffic light
sequencing and response. Remove need to press buttons to cross. Lygon St north of
Glenlyon rd (poor footpaths)

3/15/2021 5:52 PM

162 Nil 3/15/2021 5:07 PM

163 Garnet St, between Albion St and Canberra St - very dangerous for children crossing on way
to and from school due to parked cars along busy section of road

3/15/2021 4:51 PM

164 Victoria St, between Lygon St and Sydney Rd is very uneven , and cars that travel too fast. 3/15/2021 2:47 PM

165 Crossing lygon street between O’Connor and Edward street. Needs a pedestrian crossing.
Parking along lygon reduces thoroughfare, creating single lane traffic, aggressive drivers
and traffic jams

3/15/2021 2:19 PM

166 Sydney Road late at night, especially the northern end, as outlined above. Park areas need
more lighting especially in suburban streets e.g. the small park in Albert street near Sydney
Road More CCTV cameras just off the main roads - I live in Victoria street and my number
plates have been stolen from parking on the street multiple times and we can never get any
footage of the crime, and I'm sure other incidences happen where there are no cameras

3/15/2021 2:10 PM

167 Can’t think of any 3/14/2021 11:47 PM

168 Corner Nash and Victoria Streets ( a notorious ratrun) Crn Blyth and Nicholson Streets Crn
Victoria and Lygon Streets

3/14/2021 7:17 PM

169 It is difficult to cross the road to catch the Nicholson st tram. As the tram has priority the
crossings only allow crossing after the tram has passed. A lot of people run across to catch
the tram as it slows. All stops between Blyth and Brunswick road.

3/14/2021 5:12 PM

170 Top end of Nicholson St from Brunswick Rd to Blyth St No trees Single lane for cars means
traffic banks up and drivers frustrated especially on weekends

3/14/2021 3:25 PM

171 Crossing Glenlyon between Lygon and Nicholson could have a pedestrian crossing
somewhere. Like the one on Brunswick road near Ettaro where the light changes quickly for
pedestrians. I would love it if there were no cars on Albert St

3/14/2021 11:38 AM

172 Improve pedestrian access on Sydney road. Remove some street parking for large planting
and widen footpath.

3/14/2021 8:39 AM

173 The driveway that connects Blair Street to Minnie Street next to the power grid where
randazzo park is on Brunswick. Have almost been run over there many times. It's darn
bloody dangerous.

3/13/2021 11:31 PM

174 All accesses to/from Fleming Park - cars speed along victoria & albert with parked vehicles
adjacent to access points (prevent cars parking within 20m or so from access points).

3/13/2021 8:31 AM

175 Tinning st x sydney road. Lost of industrial traffic and cyclists crossing the tracks the same
time coming out to sydney rd.

3/13/2021 12:07 AM

176 Melville Road, Victoria St, Hope St, Dawson St 3/12/2021 9:37 PM

177 Uneven footpath- bridge over freeway- Albion street. Major fall here in low light 3/12/2021 7:17 PM

178 There are many poorly maintained footpaths including and surprisingly in streets that have
new multi-story appartments. There is very little attention to finishing off surfaces or
matching new and old or maintaining landscaping

3/12/2021 4:59 PM

179 The council needs to make up their mind about the Sydney rd redevelopment. Inaction and
having no decision is the worst decision of all.

3/12/2021 1:06 PM

180 Albion Street is terrible and so is Hope Street - cars are not looking out for children 3/12/2021 12:08 PM

181 my son walks to school - needs to cross Albert and Victoria via Fleming park - which has
high foot and cycle traffic with no zebra crossing - needs signs/lights and markers on road
to cross. more speed humps on little streets - have noticed more people using Jarvie to get
to methven to avoid lights on Lygon/Glenlyon. speed humps in smaller streets would slow
down drivers

3/12/2021 10:40 AM

182 Corner Sydney road/Albert street can be treacherous as a pedestrian because drivers do not
obey the red lights when travelling north/south along Sydney road. Almost lost my life a
couple of times when crossing to Woolworths side, so a bit more monitoring of traffic would
help, as some drivers clearly think road rules do not apply to them.

3/12/2021 9:33 AM
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183 Better lighting on Barkly St (other suburban streets too I'm sure) at night 3/12/2021 8:52 AM

184 Sydney Road and Lygon Road crossings at Barkly Street. They need pedestrian crossings. 3/12/2021 7:27 AM

185 East West connections between Blyth to Albert (including Victoria) Street. Nicholson acts
like a barrier. Lower speed limit from Blyth to Albert. Pedestrian islands to allow walking
across this zone. Improve the crossover details to make more pedestrian orientated rather
than car. The install of raised on grade pedestrian pathway at t-sections is really
encouraging.

3/11/2021 10:40 PM

186 Merri creek trail (always flooding). Barkly St x Lygon St intersection dangerous for
pedestrians crossing.

3/11/2021 9:41 PM

187 Glenlyon Road between about Loyola and Ewing, on the Loyola side of the road - why is
there a divided footpath for walking and cycling when there is a cycle lane also on the road?

3/11/2021 7:03 PM

188 Holmes St and Nicholson St, entire stretch. Traffic moves too fast, tooth oaths are too
narrow, cyclists are forced into the footpath due to lack of cycling infrastructure and lack of
shady trees. Holmes St in particular has ficus trees pruned to a cube at eye level which
impedes vision of both drivers and pedestrians.

3/11/2021 4:01 PM

189 I’ve been bumped bear the park and in the park more times than I care to think about in
Blair/ Albert St by cyclists, skaters etc Glenlyon is the same

3/11/2021 2:50 PM

190 All around the Hope Street Sydney Road Albion street breese street area is congested,
heavy traffic and noise can be devastating all day long.

3/11/2021 10:33 AM

191 Albion street, between Sydney & Melville, but especially outside BNPS & near Anstey
station - consistently low speed limit & calming features for pedestrian priority Garnet &
Denman st rat-run - lots of pedestrians & cyclists put at risk by through traffic at peak times
- more calming features

3/11/2021 8:17 AM

192 Albert st from train to Daly st 3/10/2021 8:04 PM

193 Nil 3/10/2021 7:38 PM

194 Albion st. Very narrow and with cars parked you cannot see to cross the road. Very
dangerous

3/10/2021 6:56 PM

195 Barkly St between Lygon and Nicholson St. It is a rat run, lots of speeding, hoons on the
weekend, burn outs. Particularly those visiting Ancient Memories, loud music, burns outs,
race cars.

3/10/2021 6:03 PM

196 Nicholson Street, Lygon Street - needs more crossings. Roads like Blyth Street, Glenlyon
Rd and Victoria St (West Brunswick) need more traffic-calming measures like traffic islands,
trees in the middle of the road (I’m serious - see Donald St example near Allard Park of
recent tree planting).

3/10/2021 4:50 PM

197 The intersection of the bike path at Glew St and Barkly St is incredible dangerous. Not
enough traffic calming measures and a nearly blind junction will lead to deaths but the
council is completely ignorant and utterly inactive

3/10/2021 4:42 PM

198 Cn lygo n and weston st, East and west sides. Flat curb, no pram ramp, busy intersection,
no audible pedestrian lights, uncontrolled crossing. Same for both sides of Edward and
barclay st. General standard of footpath‘s in Brunswick, including bluestone driveways
dangerous and poorly maintained. Nicolson Street particularly, both sides between
Brunswick Road and glenlion rd very uneven. Weston st entrance and exit to Berkeley
Square shopping centre has no TGSI’s (tactile ground surface indicators) denoting either the
entrance or exit for cars to the shopping centre. This area also attracts a lot of trucks for the
purposes of loading and unloading and therefore TGSI’s are essential

3/10/2021 3:53 PM

199 Moreland train station. 3/10/2021 3:44 PM

200 See my answer to Q12. Also: There is one spot on St Phillips that is constantly being
patched (badly) even though it's obvious that its over a sinkhole (one of many on the street)
which means the tar patch simply sinks into the hold below the pavement. In addition, there
is a whole patch of pathway along NIcholson St between Miller and Glenlyon that is one trip
hazard after another, primarily because of the construction going on however surely there is
matting or similar that the council could lay over this area to assist with the risk. Other
places like this include Edward and Weston Streets.

3/10/2021 2:30 PM

201 Glenlyon road needs better lighting and wider footpath 3/10/2021 11:56 AM

202 The pram ramp is too steep crossing Sydney Rd at Blyth St. 3/10/2021 11:47 AM
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203 Corner Blyth/Nicholson feels really hectic for pedestrians 3/10/2021 11:16 AM

204 Cnr Lygon and Brunswick Road pedestrian lights to be faster to change and allow more time
to cross

3/10/2021 10:36 AM

205 Florence/Breese st area. Having to walk on the street 3/10/2021 10:27 AM

206 Sydney road and Brunswick Road 3/10/2021 7:39 AM

207 1. corner Stewart and Nicholson Sts 2. Lygon St north - traffic should be slowed to 20KPH
This should be a mall - it would attract more customers to area as well

3/10/2021 7:06 AM

208 There needs to be a pedestrian crossing at the intersection of Brunswick Rd and Dollman
St. It is a long way from lights in either direction, and the traffic is incredibly fast. It's
extremely difficult to cross there. There also needs to be pedestrian lights at the
intersection of Sydney Rd and Barkly St. People are always crossing in the middle of the
road there, because walking up to the lights is inconvenient when trying to get to Barkly
Square.

3/9/2021 10:35 PM

209 Stewart St and Nicholson St - way too much foot and wheel traffic in too many directions for
a crossroads with no signage

3/9/2021 9:46 PM

210 Albert st rail crossing Sydney rd generally 3/9/2021 9:42 PM

211 Walking toward Brunswick West past the factories can be scary at night because there isn't
a lot of people around

3/9/2021 9:08 PM

212 Corners of Lygon St and Edward St, Weston St, Barkly St Corner of Sydney Rd and Barkly
St - the limits on right hand turns at some times of the day for these intersections are not
enough.

3/9/2021 8:20 PM

213 Park street shared oath is an example 3/9/2021 5:23 PM

214 Remove cyclists from Merri Creek and Park St walking track 3/9/2021 4:54 PM

215 Sydney Rd, especially at Victoria St sth west corner - dodgy grade, tripping hazards,
narrow. Oft reported but never acted on. Solutions: daily cleansing as a start, widening of
footpaths, removal of car parking, low heat paving to replace ghastly black tar, all services
to be combined into unifed conduit that can be lifted rather than repatched each time,
someone with infrastructure oversight to show a little love and care. Newish mountable team
stops on Nicholson east brunswick with 60km traffic barrelling over raised platforms with no
pedestrian curb or bollard protection. Speed limits are greater than design specs for raised
stops but no one does anything about it. There are no other raised pavement
tramstop/footpaths in 60kmh zones in Victoria for good reason. Speed limit needs dropping.

3/9/2021 4:25 PM

216 cnr of mary moodie way, john st and st phillip streets. cars fly through the stop sign hitting
cyclists and people, cars fly around john st into st phillip street which is one-way hitting
cyclists and people.

3/9/2021 3:23 PM

217 Curb edges on Brunswick Rd Sydney Rd corner and Park St Sydney Rd corner. I’ve tripped
several times.

3/9/2021 2:29 PM

218 Lygon st/barkly st No pedestrian crossings. People drive very fast. Add zebras. Education
campaigns for drivers/walkers. Signs, visible speed limits

3/9/2021 1:52 PM

219 As above 3/9/2021 11:30 AM

220 Dawson Street and Fallon Street intersection requires traffic lights because of increased and
increasing traffic, both commercial and local.

3/9/2021 9:56 AM

221 Pedestrian crossing albert and lygon (way too slow to change) Sydney rd and lygon st traffic
congestion

3/9/2021 9:03 AM

222 Victoria Street Brunswick at Percy street and Gardner street needs roundabouts and/or
traffic islands for pedestrians to stop half way across the road because it's so busy, cars go
fast and there are lots of kids crossing on their way to school, the park or futsal and adults
at the Victoria hotel and nearby cafes.

3/8/2021 11:16 PM

223 I walk and ride a bike and most streets are in such a state of disrepair they are dangerous.
There needs to be some serious tree planting - not spindly little trees that are often
neglected and wither and die but mature trees. Take a uber to Yarraville and check out what
they have dine!!!!

3/8/2021 11:03 PM

224 Nicholson st where it turns into Albion - cars are very fast around that corner. A chicane like
gatehouse st or an additional pedestrian crossing may help? Albert st and Lygon crossing is
very slow to change so people walk across without waiting. Speed up the light change.

3/8/2021 10:43 PM
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225 Minnie St ratrun - drivers come fast around the corner and look for other drivers not
pedestrians

3/8/2021 10:36 PM

226 Crossing the rode at Weston Street - into Sparkly Bear. Most traffic lights do NOT allow
pedestrian crossing rights unless the pedestrian button is pressed PRIOR to the lights
changing.

3/8/2021 10:28 PM

227 The pedestrian crossing in Weston st near Charles st was put in the incorrect position. It
should not be on the east side of Charles st but rather the west side of Charles st near the
hotel as majority of residents cross there.

3/8/2021 9:38 PM

228 Lygon st, linear park crossing nr park st 3/8/2021 9:36 PM

229 The Ceres end of Stewart St is terrible, the footpath is tiny on the north side of the street
and non-existent on the other side

3/8/2021 8:40 PM

230 Intersection of Lygon St and Brunswick Rd 3/8/2021 8:39 PM

231 Grantham st is busy and fast More shady trees to cool down Busy roads Footpaths could
be fixed so they are wider and more even

3/8/2021 8:14 PM

232 Sydney Road and Victoria St 3/8/2021 8:08 PM

233 The installation of Traffic Lights and or Pedestrian lights at the intersection of Moreland
Road and Cornwall Street is urgently needed It is extremely dangerous for pedestrians to
cross Moreland Road .There is poor visibility to see traffic coming over the rise from
Melville Road. Cornwall Street is becoming very congested with traffic at the intersection.
The location of the closest Traffic lights are not conveniently placed and you are exposed to
the elements when walking to them which is the only way to safely cross. In Cornwall Street
visibity of on coming traffic is hindered by cars parking too close to the intersection.

3/8/2021 7:53 PM

234 Albert Street and Victoria Street former/current industrial areas. 3/8/2021 5:48 PM

235 All crossings along the Upfield line - lights are too slow to change 3/8/2021 5:29 PM

236 Brunswick Rd/Gibson St intersection is pretty daunting, though we're used to it. It's right
near home.

3/8/2021 5:24 PM

237 Syd Rd 3/8/2021 5:02 PM

238 Streets that run of Lygon and Sydney road between glenlyon and Blyth,,,many apartment
blocks and abandoned rubbish and close to party venues and pubs meaning rubbish and
mess is left around when patrons leave

3/8/2021 4:59 PM

239 John St and Glenlyon road Brunswick East. This intersection desperately needs a
pedestrian crossing or traffic signal. There are a lot of pedestrians and bikes who cross this
intersection. Safety is a big concern here particularly crossing with young children
accessing the nearby primary school. I will not let my children cross here on their own as it
is too dangerous.

3/8/2021 4:50 PM

240 The shared bike paths especially from Brunswick Rd to Hope st 3/8/2021 4:18 PM

241 The stairs leading onto the Merri Creek trail at the bottom of Willowbank Avenue. Two steps
need to be repaired. Blocking off acces is creating a major danger as people are walking
around the barriers. This needs to be fixed.

3/8/2021 3:33 PM

242 Moonee Ponds Creek trail on the Unsealed side of the creek. Bikes should prohibited on
this side as the footpaths are too narrow for bikes to pass pedestrians safely.

3/8/2021 2:59 PM

243 Sydney Rd Charles Street Brunswick - cracked paths - see Cnr Charles and Merri Streets 3/8/2021 2:57 PM

244 Glenlyon and lygin intersection a nightmare and so is Brunswick and Ewing and glenlyon
and Ewing

3/8/2021 2:26 PM

245 In and around Sydney road. Partiularly around Barkley square. Also more streets like
Mitchell street, Brunswick, would benefit from more shade giving trees. As more apartments
and businesses open up in and around that area there is a lot more pedestrian traffic and I
notice how there is alack of shade.

3/8/2021 1:28 PM

246 Percy St between Hope St and Luke St - trucks, busses and cars speed through here even
though it is basically one lane. This should be made one way and the bus route should be
changed to avoid side streets completely. Trucks should also be stopped from this area.
The bike path is fabulous, but needs to be wider in some areas and better lit at night, so
that cyclists and pedestrians can cohabitate with ease.

3/8/2021 1:28 PM

247 Albion St from Holmes St to Blyth St. A long stretch of road with a lot of trucks and busses 3/8/2021 1:22 PM
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where the speed limit and pedestrian crossing are routinely ignored, the road curves at an
angle that pedestrians can't see oncoming traffic from both directions. This area has a
primary school, a park, a large residential area and is a point of pedestrian egress to the
Merri Creek and CERES. In my opinion a serious incident is more of a "when" than an "if" in
this area.

248 Na 3/8/2021 1:22 PM

249 Flemming Park (and maybe other parks that I don't frequent. Merri Creek 3/8/2021 1:10 PM

250 John st and glenlyon road Brunswick east 3/8/2021 1:06 PM

251 Crn Lygon Street and Brunswick Road Crn Glenlyon Road and Lygon Street 3/8/2021 12:59 PM

252 There should be pedestrian lights at bus stops on all main roads with bus routes, i.e.
Brunswick Road, Dawson Street, Glenlyon Road, Victoria Street, Albion Street, and
Moreland Road. These should be activated by transponders on buses and enable
pedestrians to cross the road to catch a bus.

3/8/2021 12:57 PM

253 De carle st, and I have crossing Holmes st and Sydney road near Davies st, cars often
drive through those lights!! I have seen some near misses. some cars just dont see the
lights, or race through.

3/8/2021 12:34 PM

254 Crosswalks at Albert & Lygon + crosswalk Glenlyon & Garden St. Have seen drivers go
through red light. Perhaps need lights to stand out more?

3/8/2021 12:28 PM

255 Percy St - between Lyle st & Hope St - the road is so narrow and should be one way, there
is a bud that drives down here (which is crazy) and cars take the curve at up to 60km/h
which is super dangerous

3/8/2021 12:21 PM

256 Apartment blocks with no green spaces affecting air quality and trapping heat and cold.
Heavy traffic triggering asthma and affecting breathing. All along Lygon st and now
Nicholson St in Brunswick East. - Too late for action, now that building has destroyed green
spaces.

3/8/2021 12:21 PM

257 Melvilke Rd at Reynard, Hope, Albion, Victoria particularly. Almist every set of lights or
cross streets along it has had pedestrians hit and injured or killed. There are also multiple
near misses. Usually involve cars turining into Melville as pedestrians criss. Or cars racing
iff trams bear traffic lights.

3/8/2021 12:20 PM

258 Already mentioned Victoria St, Albert St: widen footpaths and place tree plantings on roads
between parking bays. Sydney Rd, Brunswick: it's ugly, it needs trees and wider footpaths

3/8/2021 12:14 PM

259 None in my walking area 3/8/2021 12:09 PM

260 More crossing needed on Lygon st around Barkly st 3/8/2021 12:02 PM

261 All the poorly chosen street trees in Albion St, between Sydney Rd and west to at least
Pearson St. They block the footpoath badly, no way can you safely walk along there and do
social distancing from others, and you can't just walk on the road in this busy and narrow
street. Whoever chose and planted those trees needs performance management.

3/8/2021 11:55 AM

262 north-west corner of Victoria & Lygon Streets: more frequent walk signal at traffic lights for
those wanting to catch city-bound trams

3/8/2021 11:52 AM

263 Ewing St crossing at Brunswick Rd - I know this is in the budget for 2025 but that's too far
away! Also, all the roundabounts on Ewing St should have zebra crossings on each road -
no reason why a car would have priority over walkers at any time.

3/8/2021 11:46 AM

264 That intersection at Westinghouse st and Sydney rd and the immediate surroundings always
feels like it's ripe for something terrible to happen, like that poor chef getting hit a few years
ago. Drivers do not obey the no right turn during rush hour rule at union st and Sydney rd

3/8/2021 11:09 AM

265 It would be great to have a sealed footpath along the Northern edge of Gilpin Park, or at
least a paved link from the North Eastern corner through to the North-South shared path.

3/8/2021 10:50 AM

266 All of Sydney Rd, parks, Merri Creek 3/8/2021 10:33 AM

267 Tram stops need upgrading to level access platforms everywhere. This is a DDA issue and
will stop vehicles driving around as stopped trams!

3/8/2021 10:03 AM

268 Industrial section of Albert street - 3/7/2021 9:17 PM

269 Ewing street speeding cars Albert street lighting especially around parks speeding and
parking from non residents Victoria Street speeding and parking

3/7/2021 7:08 PM
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270 Crossings on Breese St, bike path safety — wider? Shady trees 3/7/2021 3:17 PM

271 Crossing Sidney street. Better traffic lights coordination 3/6/2021 3:13 PM

272 Intersection of Sydney Rd and Barkly st - very unclear who has right of way, cars often
banked up trying to turn, too many types of vehicles (cars, trams and bicycles) using the
road and intersection, and bikes often ride both on the road and on the footpath. Confusing
and dangerous for everyone. Needs to be a dedicated pedestrian zebra crossing with signs
giving pedestrians right of way. Should also be NO right turn into Sydney Rd to reduce
congestion.

3/6/2021 2:52 PM

273 Intersection of McNair Lane/Allard st and Dawson st: it is unbelievable that there is no
official pedestrian crossing there as this crossing is used all day by people AND especially
school children & Kindergarten children morning and afternoons. It’s also an extremely
dangerous intersection for bike riders! Place flashing lights, proper zebra crossing painted
on the bitumen and slow the whole street to 40 km/h. Intersection of Smith st & Melville rd.
Sooo many people have to jay-walk to catch the tram there. Same as above re solution

3/6/2021 2:37 PM

274 There is a lot of traffic doing the rat run along Pearson Street between Dawson Street and
Victoria Street. Would like to see some speed bumps especially along the section that
borders Gilpin Park.

3/6/2021 2:10 PM

275 Albert Street west of Pearson street through to Daly is now a drag race for hoons as it’s
wide with no traffic calming at all and has tonnes of cars rat racing to beat traffic on Melville
road trams / Grantham st traffic. Pearson St from Dawson St up to Victoria Street is now a
highway for people trying to avoid Melville road and the trams as well. Should really be
blocked off at the south end (Dawson st). It’s very very dangerous.

3/6/2021 1:34 PM

276 Albert street between Pearson and Daly especially but also from Sydney road to Pearson
street. Too fast and bumps don’t really help. New developments will make it much worse.

3/6/2021 1:31 PM

277 As above. I will especially call out the ‘half’ crossing at Dawson St. Not only are you forced
to fend for yourself while cars emerge suddenly (either because they’re obscured by
trams/traffic or don’t indicate), driving west at speed, but if you’re crossing south-to-north,
you have to ascertain whether it’s safe to cross while forced behind a big tree. Try doing
this with a pram! We now jaywalk further down the road. Further, people drive like jerks at
Victoria/Melville. Have almost been hit by turning cars while the the ‘green person’ was
giving me right of way many times. My old neighbour was hit at this crossing. I was almost
hit by a truck pulling into Foodworks while waiting for a tram (which thankfully didn’t explode
when it’s fuel tank burst over Melville). The driving was obviously at fault but there’s
something about that crossroads that is extremely unsafe and rewards people for driving
like maniacs (even the footpaths have ‘racing corners’ that cars duly use when turning, so
you can’t even stand on the footpath without fearing for your life.

3/6/2021 1:13 PM

278 Moule Street Dawson street, as described above. Smith street and Melville Road. Major
crossing for buses and to access the city bound tram stop. This is an exceptionally
dangerous crossing, and I am very concerned for my and my children's safety using this
crossing. It is a major barrier to public transport use and essentially severs a section of
west Brunswick from the balance of the suburb (without imposing a significant detour-
challenging on foot)

3/6/2021 11:08 AM

279 Brunswick Rd crossing 3/6/2021 7:02 AM

280 The traffic lights on Lygon street near Brunswick Road at the bike path to Princes Park take
way too long to change. The pedestrian crossing at the Princes Park bike path is dangerous
at night as cyclists tend to blitz thru without checking for oncoming cars

3/5/2021 9:06 PM

281 Crossing route opposite randazzo park on albert street is particularly worrying. 3/5/2021 5:46 PM

282 Wider path along Merri Creek...dangerous when used by pedestrians and bikes at same
time, especially in narrow sections.

3/5/2021 3:09 PM

283 Glenlyon Road. Tree roots raising the footpath 3/5/2021 2:09 PM

284 ? 3/5/2021 9:22 AM

285 The Nicholson/Park St crossing on the West side (near Velo cycles) is not well designed as
there is a lack of visibility around that corner. Often people heading East are rushing to
make the pedestrian lights and people heading West are overtaking into the opposite side of
the path. Also the cyclists and pedestrians have to merge on this side and it's not clear
where people should go. As both a walker and a cyclist I think it's disappointing that after
recent roadworks there still isn't a better design.

3/5/2021 9:10 AM

286 Corner of Ewing and Barkly 3/4/2021 4:25 PM
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287 Glenlyon/Minnie- pedestrian crossing needed 3/4/2021 7:25 AM

288 trucks and construction on glenlyon road 3/3/2021 7:45 PM

289 It’s not only pedestrians it’s integrating traffic public transport bicycles and foot they all
have to function

3/3/2021 6:25 PM

290 Increased Traffic volumes due to high density development along major routes is
intolerable. Traffic management initiatives due to building works!

3/3/2021 2:59 PM

291 All cross roads. 3/3/2021 2:55 PM

292 Corner Glenlygon and King street. Cars often don’t stop and look left to check traffic flow at
the stop sign to turn right into King Street, Fitzroy North. There are lots of kids, walkers and
cyclists that use King street to get to school and work. I’ve seen multiple instances of cars
turning without stopping and almost hitting cyclists and cars. There needs additional
signage to ensure the drivers stop.

3/3/2021 2:01 PM

293 Ewing and Glenlyon intersection needs traffic lights. It is an insane situation. in mornings
there is heavy traffic, people with prams/babies crossing, pre-schoolers, primary school kids
crossing with heavy traffic comming from three directions. cock-knockers parking over the
available crossing space. I stand in the centre "refuge" grooving on the splattered road
furniture and trying to keep my kids in the middle and its like at any second we could get
cleaned up by a vehicle going at 30-50 kmh. You'd have to slow traffic to 5 kmh to make
that one safe. I work with volatile chemicals and toxic gasses each day, assessing safety
and rating risk and crossing Glenlyon road to Ewing is genuinely the most dangerous thing I
do all year.

3/2/2021 11:21 PM

294 1. Albert St (Brunswick East) at the exit from Fleming Park at John St intersection. 2.
Victoria St (Brunswick East) at the northeastern end of Fleming Park, crossing to Elesbury
Ave.

3/2/2021 4:31 PM

295 Nil 3/1/2021 10:56 PM

296 Crn Sydney Rd and Harding st Crn Harding st and Nicholson St Crn Victoria St and Lygon st
See question 12

3/1/2021 3:04 PM

297 The shared path on Albion Street (running between Sydney Rd and Holmes / Lygon St) is
notorious for conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. Better visibility at
intersections and better demarcation of space (painted lanes, etc) would improve.

3/1/2021 11:00 AM

298 Most intersections 2/27/2021 11:17 AM

299 1.Corner of John Street and Albert, cyclists riding along shimmy are looking out for cars not
pedestrians and often dont stop if no cars are to be seen. Signage here would help. 2. The
entire strip of Albert Street that runs along Fleming Park especially at Park access points .
There are dog owners, families with children , elderly people and joggers all crossing the
road amidst constant and ever increasing traffic, some of which involves reckless driving.
This is becoming more noticeable on weekends in particular .Better traffic calming strategy
would assist here and a reduced speed limit.

2/25/2021 8:49 AM

300 Blyth St is most relevant to me as it’s the main road I deal with most. Far fewer crossings
than Lygon St but can be just as busy sometimes

2/24/2021 7:37 PM

301 Nicholson Street between Miller and Glenlyon in west side - awful narrow footpath, lots of
uneven surfaces.

2/24/2021 3:04 PM

302 Junction on Upfield bike path where West Street goes over bike path to pedestrian level
crossing. There’s a blind spot on Upfield bike path on the road where Samson Cycles is,
coming north bound it’s dangerous as (south bound less of a problem)

2/23/2021 8:32 PM

303 As above Merri Creek - share bike path often not wide enough. Bikes are using as a
commuter trail which is fine, but hazardous if you have small kids or even without,

2/21/2021 11:50 AM

304 Nicholson Street Moreland intersection through to Bells and Albion - speed trap, blind
corners, very slow pedestrian crossings, deaths

2/21/2021 10:44 AM

305 More islands along glenlyon road so that you can cross one lane at a time - will allow
pedestrians to wait safely in the middle to cross the other lane of traffic. Street lights on
Lygon street (at tram stop near Albert street) have a very slow cycle so pedestrians wait a
long time to cross.

2/20/2021 10:39 AM

306 Corner of Charles and Weston St - cars going faster than 40km. When the pub plants are
also overgrown, visibility can be low. Trying to walk across the shopping centre driveway
(one side to the other) on Weston St can also be difficult when it’s busy.

2/19/2021 2:27 PM
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307 Dawson st and Grantham street. Many people have had incidents 2/18/2021 10:09 PM

308 Albert st 2/18/2021 6:45 PM

309 Lifting pavement slabs on the south side of Edward st between Lygon st and Barkly square 2/18/2021 5:22 PM

310 Dawson and fallon Street 2/18/2021 2:50 PM

311 Staley st footpath 2/18/2021 11:54 AM

312 Sydney Road Traffic is intimidating with cars pushing you to cross quicker so they can turn. 2/18/2021 9:30 AM

313 Honestly, I think the streets are pretty good. Sure, fix a pothole here and a sunkin phone out
there - but on the whole, pretty good.

2/17/2021 9:59 PM

314 Intersection of Lygon st/Albion st/Holmes Rd. - the crossing is terrifying for my kids walking
to school (BEPS). Improve the pedestrian refuge. Change signalling so that vehicles are all
stopped in all directions and let pedestrians walk across entire intersection like some of the
CBD intersections do - I think Flinders/Elizabeth st? Nicholson st bend in Brunswick East,
especially crossing from Jones park at Albion st where the road curves around into
Nicholson. It needs a speed hump and a pedestrian crossing; require vehicles continuing
around the bend to indicate a ‘right’ turn and vehicle travelling straight on into Albion st to
indicate a ‘left’ turn.

2/17/2021 9:42 PM

315 Ewing Street, cars go too fast there are too many bikes and no dedicated pedestrian
crossings. Particularly between Barkly Street. It's also too dangerous for kids to ride. Needs
a pedestrian crossing and speedbumps before each entry to the roundabout. Barkly Street
in south path is too narrow for such high traffic. The shopping centre would benefit to have
dedicated bike entrances as well as more zebra crossings. Crossing Sydney Road in Barkly
Street is dangerous. Needs Ped cross either there or near shopping centre and access to
railway line. The Ped crossing in Weston St opposite the shopping centre cannot be seen.
Needs warning lights.

2/17/2021 7:50 PM

316 Most pavements 2/17/2021 6:43 PM

317 Side streets 2/17/2021 4:31 PM

318 Merri Creek trail needs to be widened and further developed and so that pedestrians are not
in danger of being hurt by some cyclists. The bike path that runs through Canning St Carlton
carries many cyclists and it’s great to walk there at night with cyclists separated but still
around. Perhaps the Brunswick part of the Canning St path could be upgraded as it seems
to be lacking after Canning St.

2/17/2021 3:55 PM

319 Albion and Holmes St, Brunswick East. As a blind person, I don't feel safe using this
crossing. It is difficult to explain from a non-visual perspective why it is unsafe.

2/17/2021 2:06 PM

320 Lygon st. Sydney rd. Princess park 2/17/2021 1:41 PM

321 Uneven and broken pedestrian path in Henderson Street and Marion Avenue in West
Brunswick

2/17/2021 12:02 PM

322 Widen merry creek trail and install lights. 2/17/2021 11:23 AM

323 Kirkdale St could use a pedestrian crossing. Same as Victoria / Nicholson intersection. 2/17/2021 10:55 AM

324 Corner of Elesbury Avenue and Blyth Street cars often turn and almost hit people - there is
no sidewalk on one side.

2/17/2021 10:15 AM

325 Provide more well lit cross ways between major roads so that people don’t have to walk on
main roads like Brunswick Road at night but could instead walk down Weston Street, for
example, to pass between major roads such as Luton and Nicholson.

2/17/2021 8:44 AM

326 A pedestrian crossing/traffic light at the intersection of Sydney road ans Barkly Street would
be safer for pedestrians, cyclists and drivers. After work there is a steady stream of
pedestrians dodging traffic. It could be rimwd to sync with the lights near Weston St.

2/17/2021 7:29 AM

327 Pedestrian crossings at Albert Street not aligned with intersections at Lygon Street and
Nicholson Street, creating crossing points that are inconvenient.

2/16/2021 11:47 PM

328 Where Dawson St heading west curves around into Melville Rd, it is difficult to tell where
cars are going when you want to cross near the Vet Clinic -- Are they continuing west on
Dawson or curving north onto Melville? This is because virtually no car turning here uses its
indicator. The same confusion applies for drivers attempting to enter Dawson St from South
Daly St. This problem here seems amplified because cars seem to be often going fairly fast
perhaps because of the down slope of Dawson.

2/16/2021 4:24 PM
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329 Glenlyon Road on the Northern side between Sydney Rd and Lygon St. Especially around
childcare areas and my residence between 109 and 115 Glenlyon Road. Bikes, scooters,
prams are all squeezed into a smaller area. Maybe limit cycling to the Southern footpath?
The addresses between 109 and 115 inclusive have a bike lane and very narrow part for
pedestrians. Very dangerous as I've been nearly run over by fast bikes as well as runners
leaving my residence.

2/16/2021 4:02 PM

330 Alot of people cross between cars on Sydney road between Blyth and Dawson streets and
don't cross at the lights. I presume because the distances are too great between crossings
so a few extra crossings may make a difference and increase safety for pedestrians.

2/16/2021 3:51 PM

331 Upfield line needs a pedestrian as well as a cycle path. Very dangerous for both users at the
moment which is why cyclists use Sydney Rd instead. The intersection at the south end of
decarle st is hazardous.

2/16/2021 3:30 PM

332 Victoria and Percy st and Victoria and Gardiner St T intersections each need a roundabout
because of the volume of vehicle and pedestrian traffic. Hope st at Frederick/Percy st
needs something as visibility is not always great with lots of foot traffic and cars for cafe
and shops.

2/16/2021 3:24 PM

333 Hope St, Brunswick is my biggest hot spot - it is a well used walkway for getting to the
park, the primary school and to Sydney Rd shops, but the footpath is often too narrow (with
obstacles), there are to many cars, often driving too fast for the conditions and many, many
trucks, which makes it difficult to cross the road as well (also very dangerous for bikes ). I
called the council last year to talk about traffic calming measures, but they weren't super
keen as they don't seem to consider it a residential road as there is to much traffic.

2/16/2021 2:46 PM

334 Miller St between Nicholson and John St. Paths are very narrow. Need to go on the roads a
lot. Not very well lit. Uneven in sections. John St between Miller and Weston narrow and
uneven. Weston between John and Lygon St. Narrow, not well lit and uneven surface.

2/16/2021 2:25 PM

335 N/a 2/16/2021 1:39 PM

336 none 2/16/2021 1:23 PM

337 Princes Park - its way too dark, especially under the trees on Royal Parade (just past Icon
Park heading towards the city)

2/16/2021 12:55 PM

338 Cnr union and grantham, corner grantham and dawson, corner daqson and pearson- better
pedestrian and cycling provision...currently very unsafe many close calls Ogrady / collier
ratruns can be fixed by no right turns at brunsick road Many ratruns west of grantham
require addressing and mkre policing Generally, lots more splitter islands and pedestrian
refuges need to be installed right across moreland. Small, effective changes Drivers need to
be better aware of give way rules regarding pedestrians at t-intersections

2/16/2021 12:20 PM

339 Sydney Rd, prioritise pedestrians, ped lights times to start, then implement the agreed
Sydney Road revitalisation. Wendel/Henkel Street - A footpath through to Victoria St would
be a good start. Cnr Albion and Sydney - Widen Breese St - widen make even, not
wheelchair safe at all. Albion St in general cars are too close to pedestrians, slow them
down. Audit all roundabouts and determine if they are really needed.

2/16/2021 11:01 AM

340 Traffic merging at the corner of Lygon Street and Glenlyon Road - traffic lights too slow
which means people cross against the lights. Do not know what the solution to this is but
traffic congestion on Glenlyon Road between Lygon Street and Sydney Road. On Glenlyon
Road there is a Church (holding Community events), a DayCare and a Kinder - all
pedestrians and cyclists are vulnerable due to ftraffic volume.

2/16/2021 10:38 AM

341 Albion Street - more shade! 2/16/2021 10:23 AM

342 Roundabouts on Ewing St - cnr Barkly, Weston, Edward - should be painted with pedestrian
crossings to make cars give precedence to pedestrians.

2/16/2021 9:43 AM

343 None 2/16/2021 3:41 AM

344 Stewart St east of Nicholson St and Stewart St/Nicholson St intersection. Intersection is
very dangerous to negotiate, and Stewart St east of Nicholson only has footpath on one
side and part of this is extremely narrow. Lack of pedestrian crossing or explicit mid-island
refuge midway along Albion between Lygon and Brunswick East P.S. Dangerous to cross
but is needed to help access to Jones Park. Parts of Merri Trail are too narrow for bikes and
pedestrians to safely enjoy and can be dangerous because of this.

2/15/2021 9:58 PM

345 As above, the intersection of Lygon and Glenlyon Road - drivers have been seen overtaking
cars waiting to turn right, so those drivers can get around the corner, when the waiting driver
is seen to be too cautious. Drivers also frequently rush red lights, and are always seen

2/15/2021 9:43 PM
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going through red lights. Likewise the intersection of Sydney Rd and Glenlyon Road, On
almost EVERY light change, drivers in the inside lanes go through red lights in front of cars
turning right

346 It is creepy to walk along most of the main streets to the west of Sydney Rd after dark, eg
Victoria street, Dawson street More lights would help

2/15/2021 9:22 PM

347 The pedestrian lights on Nicholson near the corner of Albert St, Brunswick East do not align
with when the trams arrive. People rush over the road on ‘do not walk’ so they don’t miss
the tram. I don’t know whether there have been accidents but it seems dangerous to me.
Safety would be improved if there could be a link between the tram arrival and the lights
turning red for cars

2/15/2021 8:20 PM

348 Sydney Rd - eastern intersection with Barkly St. Cars routinely block the road crossing.
Poor lines of sight and large trucks turning right off Sydney Rd into Barkly St to make
deliveries at Barkly Square

2/15/2021 8:08 PM

349 Weston street, Victoria Street, Albert Street, blyth Street. Lots of overhanging bushes and
trees obstructing footpath.

2/15/2021 7:44 PM

350 Glenlyon and Lygon st intersection. Working out how they can be fixed is not my job. That’s
your job. Safer tram stops?

2/15/2021 7:34 PM

351 Connecting Moreland Rd foot/bike path connection to the Merri Trail Crossing either side of
Fleming Park - blind for cars and pedestrians because of the parked cars and the speed of
the traffic Crossing anywhere near Brunswick East Primary School. Pedestrians should feel
safe crossing without having to walk all the way down to the crossing. Cars fly around that
corner, it's totally insane Footpath connecting 96 tram to CERES. Absolute madness that
there isn't an obvious, easy route to walk from the tram to this major pedestrian destination

2/15/2021 7:04 PM

352 Glenlyon Road intersecting with Horne and Ewing Streets. The are rat runs for cars and kids
play in Horne Steet where committee trait routinely drives faster than 40kms hour. Never
seen a police presence monitoring speed in Brunswick’s streets.

2/15/2021 6:47 PM

353 Many intersections where there are cars, trucks, trams, buses, bikes and pedestrians. One
in particular is Lygon St and Glenlyon Rd. This is a busy intersection with vehicles regularly
running red lights and turning dangerously close to pedestrians. It is near cafes, parks and
on a school route so often children crossing. Slower speed limits would help.

2/15/2021 6:26 PM

354 The main issue is drivers not giving way to trams, especially when passengers are getting
on and off. I've seen too many near misses, particularly on Lygon St.

2/15/2021 4:08 PM

355 development spots along bike track on railway blocked 2/15/2021 3:24 PM

356 The intersection at Pearson street, crossing Albion and then dog-legging into Shamrock.
Cars make a mad dash from Pearson across Albion to get up shamrock or vice versa, and
pedestrians trying to cross shamrock or Pearson are sitting ducks. This would be a prime
spot for a round about with a pedestrian crossing or at least a place to wait in the middle of
the road.

2/15/2021 2:39 PM

357 The corner of lygon and Victoria streets, the pedestrian crossing on Nicholson st between
Albert and Victoria street. Both these sets of lights take a REALLY long time to change for
pedestrians, this means that people regularly take risks crossing the road to catch a tram.
Make the lights activate when a tram is coming. Crossing Nicholson street at Stewart street
from Ceres to the primary school is awful. This is a major walking route for many people and
cars really fly along this stretch. The visibility for pedestrians has been reduced because of
the new tram terminal and the traffic has increased for many reasons including construction
work. The pedestrian crossing has been put in the wrong position further down the road
where people don’t walk. The whole approach to the primary school needs to be reassessed
to encourage safe walking and riding and to provide better access for people using the new
pedestrian bridge across Merri creek. AND SLOW THE TRAFFIC.

2/15/2021 2:27 PM

358 Merry Creek: paths need to be widened in some areas, improved paths for cyclists, lighting 2/15/2021 1:54 PM

359 Nicholson St - people speed down this street like crazy. People are ALWAYS nearly killed at
the tram stops because people are speeding. The speed of cars on Nicholson St must be
addressed. Speed cameras? Police presence? The speeding is outrageous on this street -
honestly. I am sure people get up to 80km an hour on this road if they see the opportunity.

2/15/2021 1:39 PM

360 all small dark streets before sunrise and after dark, 2/15/2021 12:21 PM

361 More trees on Albert Street and other smaller streets and seats please. 2/15/2021 11:56 AM

362 Dawson St, Pearson St, Grantham St intersection is complicated. Don't know what you can 2/15/2021 11:11 AM
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do about it. Maybe lights at Pearson/Dawson but they would need to coordinate with
Dawson/Grantham.

363 intersection of Glenlyon and Lygon Street is very dangerous to pedestrians because of
speeding vehicles and red light runners. Intersection of Cocoa Jackson Lane and Lygon -
both a loading bay for Reece Plumbing, and a major footpath route along Lygon Street.
Parking is dangerously close on Lygon Street and it blocks visibility for traffic exiting Cocoa
Jackson lane.

2/15/2021 10:55 AM

364 Fleming Park shared path + walking path & Merri Creek shared path - the "Ride at a safe
speed, especially aroundpedestrians on shared paths and footpathsand slower bike riders"
does not apply in Fleming Park - the law there is ding ding & go past as fast as possible
and be ready to swear at pedestrians. Dismount signs in parks & make cycalists aware that
it is a shared path and not a race track.

2/15/2021 8:42 AM

365 Albion St as above. 2/15/2021 8:19 AM

366 The footpath on Eastern side of Charles st (near the Barkly Square pedestrian crossing) is
very bumpy, uneven and inconsistent. I can’t take my pram or kids on scooters down this
side. The ped crossing is helpful but the link North from the ped crossing through to Edward
St up Charles St hadn’t been upgraded or considered. For this reason most people don’t use
the crossing and walk up the western footpath on Charles st.

2/15/2021 12:01 AM

367 Crossing Barkly St at T intersection with Sydney rd. delivery trucks, vehicles accessing
Barkly Sq. and traffic cutting through make it unsafe as a pedestrian.

2/14/2021 11:29 PM

368 Not sure 2/14/2021 10:07 PM

369 More pedestrian crossings with lights on Glenlyon Road, between Sydney Road and Lygon
StreetN

2/14/2021 9:32 PM

370 Last July, I was tripped up on some building material that had been left on the street and fell
hitting my head on the pavement. Fortunately, I was wearing a hat, or I might not have
survived. The builders on the site didn't accept any responsibility for it, saying it was the
owner's concern. A note was left, but it hadn't been removed a week later.

2/14/2021 9:06 PM

371 Corner Nicholson and Miller Streets. Really dangerous and congested for cars and humans
alike. You don't really know who's going to turn and when and it's a little worrying crossing
Miller on the West side of this intersection.

2/14/2021 9:02 PM

372 None 2/14/2021 5:21 PM

373 Dawson street/Glenlyon road between sydney road and lygon street: road - not enough safe
places to cross the road

2/14/2021 5:15 PM

374 Capital City walkway/bike path crossing on Lygon St - lots of cyclists and pedestrians use
this, the footpath gets crowded and this makes it difficult to walk past on the pavement and
for bikes to turn on to the path. If the crossing lights could be timed to prioritise pedestrians
and cyclists, and the bike path was separated from walking path, this would make it a lot
safer for all.

2/14/2021 4:14 PM

375 Roundabouts in Ewing St, visibility poor due to vegetation growth at Edward St 2/14/2021 4:01 PM

376 Not sure sorry. Maybe the bits directly next to train tracks where people cross albert and
Victoria ...

2/14/2021 3:52 PM

377 Footpaths are uneven. Lighting is bad so you can't see where your foot is going. Any of the
side streets in Brunswick East off Lygon Street - Barkly, Weston,

2/14/2021 3:42 PM

378 The cage on the traffic island where we cross Brunswick Rd at Ewing St. It creates
congestion with bikes, prams, humans. I'd like faster response from the pedestrian crossing
lights on Lygon St, near Albert St. I see people run across because they're sick of waiting.

2/14/2021 2:06 PM

379 Moreland road near either Saunders st or the IGA. Requires a pedestrian crossing now that
that small shopping strip is being developed. Also there are schools over the other side in
coburg. More speed humps in Cornwall st. As it’s used as a shortcut and drivers just race
from one speed hump to the next. Also at the cnr of Irvine and Cornwall I’ve seen many
near misses as it requires at least a give way sign. Whatever happened to the metcom
system !?

2/14/2021 11:54 AM

380 As above, look at entrances, exits and footpath widths in and around Fleming Park. The
morning and evening rush hours are especially difficult. Everyone is funneled into a couple
of exits/entrances to the park. Footpaths are frequently flooded after rain

2/14/2021 11:22 AM

381 Albion St. Especially between Sydney Rd and Breese St. There has been constant 2/14/2021 11:13 AM
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construction there for the past couple of years but even when there wasn’t, it was
dangerous to walk along with skinny footpaths and uneven paths.

382 Crossing Victoria Street / Nicholson Street in Brunswick East 2/14/2021 10:02 AM

383 Intersection at Ewing and Brunswick Rd. The pedestrian lights should be moved to the
actual corner to help traffic move better and give pedestrians a chance to cross more easily

2/14/2021 9:36 AM

384 Glenlyon road near western intersection with Lygon Street. Long lines of cars. Cars going
too fast. Competition with bicycles. Can be unpleasant for a pedestrian. Reduce speed
limits. I ntroduce shade.

2/14/2021 9:16 AM

385 The cycle path that runs along the railway line is dangerous for both cyclists and
pedestrians due to its narrowness.

2/14/2021 9:07 AM

386 The corner right by Edinburg Castle crossing east on Sydney Rd at Albion st. Anything with
wheels has to direct themselves into on coming traffic then correct direction, as a drain is
where the ramp should be. Many scary moments with kids on scooters.

2/14/2021 8:52 AM

387 Congestion on footpaths around the no 96 tram terminus. Broken footpath on the way to the
new Coles on Nicholson St (unavoidable if going to Coles). Poor configuration of traffic
lights on Nicholson outside the new Coles — if approaching from the south East you have
to travel to the north side in order to cross at the lights, and then once you cross you have
to wait again to go back south to the shop. Moreland road near Cornwall/Queen St
intersection— fast traffic and far from a Moreland Rd crossing. Corner of Lygon and
Glenlyon — a traffic sewer. Too busy. Narrow footpaths, no shade.

2/14/2021 8:03 AM

388 It’s tricky to cross between Glenlyon Rd and Barkly Square 2/14/2021 8:03 AM

389 Current intersection at Anstey Station and Albion St. Dangerous due to narrowing of
bike/pedestrian path and blind corner related to ongoing construction, and heavy traffic.

2/14/2021 7:57 AM

390 Corner of Barkly St and Sydney Rd with cars travelling north turning right from Sydney Rd
into Barkly St. Is that a pedestrian crossing? Need to make it clear with signage.

2/14/2021 7:40 AM

391 Stairs to merry creek at the bottom of Willowbank Rd have not been fixed and access has
been blocked Numerous complaints and nothing done, please fix them.

2/14/2021 7:35 AM

392 Cnrs. Bruce St. Merri St, with Glenlyon Road 2/14/2021 7:30 AM

393 I cant think of any on the spot 2/14/2021 6:32 AM

394 NA 2/14/2021 6:22 AM

395 Nicholson Street/Albion Street corner (near McDonald's). Cars often try to cross when
pedestrian light is on.

2/14/2021 12:09 AM

396 None. 2/13/2021 11:51 PM

397 a minor cafe entrance & tables beside Albion street. cyclists routinely career past the
doorway & tables without regard for cafe workers/pedestrians at speed. the bike path design
is destined to cause serious accident(if not already) a thoughtless construct by council.

2/13/2021 11:25 PM

398 Brunswick west streets between Melville and the creek need to remove the big trees, put in
ornamental pears or something with less disruptive tree roots and fix all footpaths. I have
had significant dental work which is ongoing and suffered concussion from falling on uneven
footpath, if I’d been older I could have broken my hip

2/13/2021 11:19 PM

399 Lygon Street between Edward Street and Brunswick Road - not enough easy crossing
points. Lygon and Glenlyon. Lygon and Victoria - Narrow footpaths. Not enough rubbish bins
along Lygon between Victoria and Blyth St.

2/13/2021 10:13 PM

400 Urgent need for significantly more shade across the board. Paths maintained better to be
even. Proper lighting in parks and streets.

2/13/2021 10:02 PM

401 Crossing at the lights at Brunswick IGA. They take forever to change and people therefore
risk crossing when traffic is not stopped.

2/13/2021 9:50 PM

402 On lead parks like Allard park have people with their dogs off lead which make it very
unsafe for my anxious rescue dog.

2/13/2021 9:40 PM

403 The intersection of Smith and Allard Street in Brunswick West where the STOP sign is
continuously and dangerously ignored. This is a rat run from Dawson street and out to links
in Moonee Ponds. Drivers exceed speed limit when approaching and routinely fail to stop. I
have had several near misses as a pedestrian and a driver.

2/13/2021 9:13 PM
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404 I believe that there needs to be a crossing. In Victoria street located opposite the soccer
grounds skate park area as there are many families and dog walkers young families young
soccer players in this vicinity.

2/13/2021 8:49 PM

405 Corner of Nicholson St and Miller St - lots of cars either turning across Nicholson St, or
trying to go straight along Miller St very fast/not giving way to pedestrians so they can cut
across Nicholson when there's a break in car traffic Anywhere around Barkly Square (and
particularly entrances to the car park) Along the Upfield train line at intersections without
lights or an island in the middle of the road for pedestrians and cyclists to wait (e.g.,
Phoenix st near the Woolworths) In general, lots of footpaths are in a poor state and
cracked, uneven etc. This doesn't affect me personally, but I imagine it would be a huge
issue for anyone with any kind of mobility impairment.

2/13/2021 8:30 PM

406 Cnr Miller and Nicholson. West side. So wide for cars needs a traffic Island.a dangerous
intersection

2/13/2021 8:02 PM

407 The streets next to Sydney Road are pretty dark. 2/13/2021 8:00 PM

408 Speeding cars in Victoria street.we 2/13/2021 7:54 PM

409 Albert st and upfield shared path crossing . This is such a disaster crossing . bikes ,
pedestrians and cars all vying for passage through .

2/13/2021 7:50 PM

410 Anywhere where pedestrians and cyclists share path 2/13/2021 7:47 PM

411 Brunswick West: The Kitchener St path between the freeway and houses feels very unsafe. 2/13/2021 7:10 PM

412 As above Brunswick railway station, west side path. Trees block the lights and the path is
uneven and you can’t see it. Also the laneway between Bunnings has a hidden dip in it. I
sprained my ankle badly there 2 years ago and reported it and it’s still not fixed. Ended up
at the Royal emergency room and continual issues since then. Someone from council
inspected it, then ignored it. It’s seriously a little bit of bitumen to fill the dip.

2/13/2021 7:03 PM

413 Pedestrian crossing at Lygon X Albert St is ridiculous. Wait times so long that people cross
the road however they can, me included.

2/13/2021 6:43 PM

414 Hope St, between Sydney Road and Melville Road. It gets >1800 traffic movements per day
in a narrow road where there is on-street parking on both sides. Needs constructed traffic-
calling such as chicanes or or speed humps.

2/13/2021 6:26 PM

415 - Takes too long for lights to change outside Brunswick IGA on Sydney Road - Cars / trucks
on Sydney Road / Lygon / Nicholson don't give way when turning ie) into Victoria / Albert /
Glenlyon / Moreland / Albion etc great council has been installing raised thresholds at some
intersections - MORE OF THESE PLEASE - Please remove on-street parking from Sydney
Road!

2/13/2021 6:10 PM

416 Cnr Sydney Rr and Wilson St and cnr Sydney Rd and Barkly St so it’s easier to cross to get
directly to Jewel station needs a crossing.

2/13/2021 6:04 PM

417 Barkly St/Sydney Rd intersection: so many cars turning right into Barkly from Sydney Rd -
tricky to cross but too far to pedestrian crossings

2/13/2021 6:01 PM

418 anstey train station when you get off heading north sydney rd especially around x union rd
down to past barkely square, especially the western side footpath going past green's

2/13/2021 5:59 PM

419 Glenlyon Rd and John Street. It is very dangerous to cross this road with children attending
Our Lady Help of Christians primary school. There are multiple roads intersecting with
turning vehicles, bikes and pedestrians. A signalised pedestrian crossing or traffics lights
need to be installed to make this a safer crossing for families.

2/13/2021 5:59 PM

420 Breese Streeet needs wider, better footpaths, more trees and vegetation. probably needs to
be one way (or have traffic calming devices)as extraordinarily congested. The new park is
terrific

2/13/2021 5:55 PM

421 Get rid of parking on Sydney Rd and widen bike lane; widen Upfield bike path where
possible

2/13/2021 5:30 PM

422 Should have put a traffic light corner of Weston and Lygon, NOT at the pedestrian crossing
at the tram stop. That corner crossing Weston is often bad. Also, that whole strip of
restaurants near there is a terrible road, pedestrians are always all over the place, crossing
anywhere, and the drivers are aggro, plus always double parking, doing u turns,
accelerating, etc. Not sure how to fix, as there are crossings semi-close by... how to slow
down the traffic??

2/13/2021 5:07 PM

423 All intersections - cars running red lights All roads - people driving fast and aggressively 2/13/2021 5:06 PM
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Cars that dodge through side streets talking short cuts

424 Not a particular hotspot, but rat racing biggest safety issue. 2/13/2021 4:54 PM

425 - Crossing Lygon Street at Albert (too slow) - Crossing Nicholson St at Victoria (No lights +
cars rarely doing 40 on nicholson) - Crossing Nicholson St at Albert (No lights + vehicle
speed) - Crossing Brunswick Rd at Ewing Street (Slow, can't fit large prams/cargo bikes
around chicane) - Lighting needed on narrow lane extension from Brunswick road through to
Park St - No lights on upfield line for crossing Victoria. - High jawywalking on Victoria
between Upfield Line and Sydney Rd - could be planted nature strip with crossings. narrower
lanes would also slow traffic.

2/13/2021 4:41 PM

426 Albert st foot paths west of Sydney Rd are terrible 2/13/2021 4:37 PM

427 Crossing Brunswik Rd west of railway line 2/13/2021 4:04 PM

428 can't think of anything 2/13/2021 4:00 PM

429 Fixes are not easy, but the shared footpaths are not working for pedestrians. Ideally
separation between cyclists and walkers would be great.

2/13/2021 3:58 PM

430 There should be speed limits for cyclists travelling through Fleming Park, along Merri Creek
and other shared zones. Some cyclists (too many) treat these areas like velodromes,
speeding past pedestrians. They're a hazard to older people, children and people walking
their dogs

2/13/2021 3:39 PM

431 Pavements in Hutchinson, Albert from Nicholson to Sydney, in fact most streets crossing
Nicholson from Sydney. Overhanging bushes encroaching on pavements that are already
too narrow - same streets as above. Two-way traffic in streets that are too narrow. Sites as
above. Resident parking which should have been accommodated by developers' permission
to build. I.E. there should be a requirement that local residents parking needs be met in new
developments and not just the needs of the new apartments' owners.

2/13/2021 3:38 PM

432 would like more frequent change of pedestrian lights at the corner of Victoria & Lygon
Streets - so often I see a tram I was planning to catch speed by while I am stuck waiting for
the green light

2/13/2021 3:19 PM

433 Intersection of Glenlyon and Lygon. Drivers racing red lights not caring about pedestrians.
I'm suggesting more cameras and well positioned, bright and obvious signs stating their
presence. Offenders must be followed up promptly and be fined appropriately or licence
suspension.

2/13/2021 3:14 PM

434 Albert street lygon street has a very annoying traffic light that’s not across the actual
intersection. It’s difficult for cars and bikes crossing lygon street as well. Glenlyon road
needs more pedestrian crossing lights for both walkers and cyclists!

2/13/2021 3:03 PM

435 Pitt St and Lygon St intersection - low visibility for drivers and pedestrians - narrow
entry/exit

2/13/2021 3:01 PM

436 Ok the deaths and injuries waiting to happen at the end of Richard St where trucks
delivering to Coles are reckless and selfish getting in to the badly designed loading dock
area. A roads engineer needs to come and look at what’s happening. Half the problem would
be fixed with proper cambers on the surface angles, as the long trucks can’t back into the
dock without revving their engines and spinning their wheels

2/13/2021 2:58 PM

437 Corner of Albert st and Nicholson st is a death trap. Pedestrians, bikes, cars, trucks and
trams are all at odds. Pedestrians, bike riders and car drivers all take risks at this
intersection to get through lights or across the street. The lights should be at the actual
intersection and need to change as a priority for pedestrians needing to get to tram stop and
Merri creek, over the current priority which prioritises vehicular traffic over walkers and
cyclists. I have nearly been hit by cars who run red lights or just don’t even see the tram is
opening it’s doors.

2/13/2021 2:56 PM

438 Sydney Rd refer above. 2/13/2021 2:47 PM

439 Nicholson Street bend - trucks and cars need to be slowed down or discouraged from using
this part of the road. There is not a safe way to closely cross to access the park or the
creek.

2/13/2021 2:44 PM

440 Nicholson St - often hazardous to cross 2/13/2021 2:44 PM

441 The Lygon and Blyth street intersection. In particular cars heading south up Lygon street
and turning right (west) into Blyth street. Without fail cars turn and risk pedestrian safety,
even when they have the green man to walk. People want to beat the tram and oncoming
traffic. I choose to cross Blyth street with my baby anywhere along Blyth and never at the

2/13/2021 2:36 PM
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traffic lights. Stop cars turning right into Blyth street from lygon during peak times OR make
it a green arrow and not a green light for cars to giveway whilst wanting to turn off Lygon
street.

442 Footpath near corner of Barry and Collier - south east corner Remove those strips for vision
impaired; eg Dawson and Sydney road or outside Brunswick Secondary. Have pedestrian
crossings on both side of railway line at Brunswick rd and Dawson st Use cement and not
asphalt when fixing footpath. Cement reflects less heat.

2/13/2021 2:35 PM

443 Westbourne/Albion st - so many students crossing, cars turning at school drop off and
pickup Hope st/Fredrick st/Percy st interaction - so much going on - fast cars on Hope st
make it dangerous

2/13/2021 1:58 PM

444 Glenlyon Rd and Ewing St.. Insane intersection. Moreland has tried to cram way too much
activity into this small narrow intersection. Bus stops on both sides, bike lanes, pedestrian
island requiring cars to deflect, and turning cars. Also often traffic is gridlocked on Glenlyon.
Stop turns in and out of Ewing St and you’ve solved half the problem!

2/13/2021 12:35 PM

445 None particularly problematic 2/13/2021 12:18 PM

446 Give way to pedestrians in Barkly square car park (the pedestrian crossing in Weston st
near Charles Weston pub is fab by the way) Cross over at Ewing Street needs attention as
drivers can get a bit aggressive trying to turn into Glenlyon road. Street trees on footpaths
need to be regularly maintained so as not to take up half the footpath plus they could be
pruned a bit higher as sometimes only less tall people can fit under them (lygon st)

2/13/2021 12:01 PM

447 When the train line was closed, there were fluorescent vest people at tram stops and they
would cluster and mostly block the footpath, so you’d have to walk out on the road to keep
1.5 metres apart. Tram drivers also do the same at the depot, selfish people who don’t
seem to care about social distancing.

2/13/2021 4:28 AM

448 - Glenlyon and John St when cars turn from John to Glenlyon they don't give way to
pedestrians. - Barkly and Nicholson on West side when crossing road in North or South
direction.

2/12/2021 9:11 PM

449 Corner of Percy st and hope st. Drivers entering Percy st never give way to pedestrians
walking along hope. Needs a raised entrance to Percy st.

2/12/2021 8:48 PM

450 Hope Street at night has bad lighting walking down from Sydney Rd, it has less walkable
footpaths, uneven, small footpaths on both sides, where Middle East Bakery is, there is a
car park lot, this should be used for all cars, however after railway, on left hand side going
towards Sydney Rd, no footpaths because it’s allocated to car parking AS WELL WHY,
where’s the footpath for people, so we walk behind these cars that are parked dangerously
and then back onto footpath, to enter HopeStreet, missing pedestrians or bike riders. All
cars SHOULD use the big car parking LOT only it’s a huge block for cars, and allocate
footpath on left side after railway for pedestrians walking down from Sydney Rd. Thankyou

2/12/2021 7:58 PM

451 Sydney Road - corner of Sydney road and Albion Street Sydney Road - corner of Sydney
road and Stewart Street Problem vehicles making speedy turns from Sydney Road onto
Stewart and Albion Streets ( and vice versa, of course!)

2/12/2021 6:23 PM

452 Victoria st where the futsal place is and the skateboard park opposite - lots of kids crossing
there, and parents driving them around who do u-turns/ don’t look etc. a safer crossing
would be good and slow down traffic or make drivers pause. Pedestrian crossing with lights?
Or even just a crossing with the orange flashing lights. Where Barkley street meets and
Sydney road is problematic for both pedestrians and drivers, visibility can be poor for both.
Idk what the solution there is.

2/12/2021 10:51 AM

453 Grantham st has a 60 km limit and is crazy busy. No shady trees ! It has gained a lot of
traffic since the freeway tolls

2/12/2021 7:21 AM

454 Bell st 2/12/2021 4:08 AM

455 Cnr Melville Rd and Smith St. Traffic from the south comes fast around the curve from
Dawson St and is not visible until close because of a hill. The tram makes a centre island
impractical. So the solution is lights, synchronised with Dawson St lights to the south. This
would also facilitate the Smith St bus crossing Melville Rd. Victoria St and Gardiner St
corner: Gardiner St is a busy 'rat-run', cars speed along Victoria St and turn too fast into
Gardiner and vice-versa, making it dangerous to cross both Gardiner and Victoria Sts here.
An island in Victoria St would at least slow vehicles turning right from Victoria into Gardiner,
and would improve pedestrian safety crossing Victoria St. Brunswick Rd at Gray St or
Hodgson St: crossing Brunswick Rd is difficult here at peak hours because it is a long way
from both the railway and Grantham St, so most vehicles are travelling at 60 km/h; I
suggest pedestrian lights or an island in Brunswick Rd. Grantham and Union Sts:

2/12/2021 12:47 AM
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pedestrians have lights to cross Grantham St 40m north, but cars in Union St going straight
ahead or turning without traffic lights often accelerate fast to fit in a gap; they can be
unpredictable; and crossing Union St on either side can be hazardous, with vehicles zipping
across or turning out of Grantham St. The intersection is also dangerous for vehicles. I
suggest full traffic lights at Union St corner, and remove the pedestrian lights. Victoria and
Daley Sts: in the evening peak, traffic banks back in Victoria St from Melville Rd beyond
Daley St, and Daley St is used as a 'rat-run'. Daley St is a convenient thoroughfare for
pedestrians and cyclists but it is dangerous crossing Victoria St. Also, vehicles in Daley St
heading north and crossing Victoria St have a poor view down Victoria St to Melville Rd.
Vehicles heading east in Victoria St tend to accelerate fast up this hill, so it is dangerous for
vehicles also. I suggest a long island in Victoria St for pedestrians and cyclists, which also
prevents through traffic in Daley St across Victoria St. Dawson and Pearson Sts corner is
dangerous for pedestrians from West Brunswick crossing Dawson St to Union Square
shops. It is too close to Grantham St for another set of lights; I suggest a pedestrian
overpass. With increasing numbers of apartments, and post-Covid impatience, streets such
as Union St, Albion St and Hope St are carrying more traffic which seems faster than
previously. I suggest speed humps in these and other 'rat-run' streets.

456 As mentioned above, Barkly Street, crossing south to north (vice versa) along Sydney Rd.
Pachamama side. I know some effort has been put here to fix this but it's still terribly
dangerous for pedestrians. I actually think the markings have confused people more and
have seen at least one conversation about this confusion on the good karma network
Facebook group. Weston street at Nicholson Street, primary school side. The lights are just
before the street, so traffic tried to duck across and people are often not looking properly for
pedestrians.

2/11/2021 10:39 PM

457 all of Grantham st west brunswick .the whole street . full of pedestrians and shops and
stopping trams needs a lower speed limit .. I dont understand why its still 60kms . I have
written to the council and they have handballed it to vic roads , who had balled it back to the
council. Cnr of daly and Dawson Street .. next to Mgyvers cafe. one must cross mid way
over Dawson st to reach an island where the traffic lights are to press to cross. Cars speed
through towards moonee Valley at 60kms + and its right next to a primary school . there is
no pedestrian crossing and requires one.

2/11/2021 10:13 PM

458 Dawson street, same side as the entry to the brickworks / police station / Brunswick baths
is appalling, poorly lit, very uneven footpath

2/11/2021 9:02 PM

459 Upfield shared bike path is bad for both pedestrians and cyclists as it is not separated and
is very overcrowded

2/11/2021 9:00 PM

460 Crossing Victoria st near BAS foods from the park 2/11/2021 8:52 PM

461 Lygon Street, from Brubswick Road to Glenlyon. Busy, different speeds, this footpaths,
wide crossings, mad drivers - it’s a mess

2/11/2021 8:49 PM

462 Fallon and Dawson Street intersection. (Next to the school). Cars dart across Dawson
Street, there are no islands for crossing Fallon on the north side. There’s way too much
going on. So many near misses

2/11/2021 8:44 PM

463 Pedestrian overpass between Jewell and Brunswick stations causes a narrow choke point
on the Upfield bike path. Creates conflict between pedestrians and bicycles, barely wide
enough for two bikes to get through. Can be fixed by turning overpass into a level crossing.
South of Dawson St on Upfield Bike path floods during heavy rain. Can be fixed by
improving drainage. There is no good place to cross Brunswick Road between Grantham St
and the train line.

2/11/2021 7:54 PM

464 Not at home at the moment, so I can't pop out to check them. 2/11/2021 4:19 PM

465 Nicholson/Sumner/Village Ave intersection: these lights change far too slowly for people
crossing Nicholson St. There should also be a fourth crossing on the southern arm of
Nicholson St. That this brand new intersection has been designed to not cater for all
pedestrian movements is a real shame. Crossing Glenlyon Road at John St: parked cars
obscure the view of oncoming traffic, meaning you virtually have to stand in the cycle lane
to see if it is clear. It would be better with a raised buildout at the southeast corner of
Glenlyon/John and a continuous raised crossing over Glenlyon with priority for people
crossing. Pedestrian refuges are a coward’s zebra crossing!

2/11/2021 3:26 PM

466 Brunswick road from Grantham to Sydney. Narrow footpaths with limited canopy cover and
high traffic and trucks. Wider paths more trees.

2/11/2021 2:00 PM

467 More pedestrians crossing for main roads (syd, lygon, Nicholson) particularly for minor
roads leading to walking paths eg Princess Park or merri Creek Runners are princess Park
consistently run too close to pedestrians (esp in covid) it makes me not want to walk the

2/11/2021 1:29 PM
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park (even when j take the outside track rather than the internal dirt track) would be good if
there was a footpath and running track (seperated) all the way around

468 Pretty much all of Sydney Rd is very narrow and has difficult crossing points. Zebra
Crossings on all side street intersections would make crossing easier.

2/11/2021 1:07 PM

469 Albert St, West of Sydney road is a terrible rat racing street, there are no speed limit signs
so people fly down there (west) to beat the traffic on Dawson st. It is really dangerous,
requires traffic calming measures ASAP or the 30/40kmh limit put in.

2/11/2021 12:41 PM

470 The level crossing between Woolworths and Brunswick station could really use an actual
pedestrian crossing with lights.

2/11/2021 12:27 PM

471 Corner or Brunswick road and Lygon St 2/11/2021 12:10 PM

472 I am sure there are many. the ones that affect me are Davies street and Donald need speed
minimising structures to avoid to discourage "rat running car drivers in a hurry".
Donald/Nicolson lights need to be pedestrian demand. Good luck, councillor advised me to
run a local campaign, good luck finding time to do that.

2/11/2021 11:43 AM

473 Intersection De Carle and Albion, Brunswick. Many cars turning all directions in a hurry. Site
of several previous collisions. There should be pedestrian islands/refuges at every
intersection off a main road, especially Sydney Road in Brunswick and Coburg.

2/11/2021 11:41 AM

474 Ewing/Glenlyon needs lights 2/11/2021 10:41 AM

475 Intersection of Glenlyon and Lygon. Turning cars sometimes don't give way. 2/11/2021 9:42 AM

476 The pedestrian crossing near Ewing and Brunswick road should be moved to Ewing street to
stop drivers coming around Ewing street and being 'surprised by a red light! Hope that
makes sense!

2/11/2021 8:54 AM

477 The pedestrian crossing in Grantham St is bizarre. It is BEYOND the shops, hence people
weave and duck bravely across the road. Madness. It is where the tram stop is and COULD
be moved a little further north to be actually AMONGST the shops. I notice so many
children darting across the road at Collier Cres to head down to Brunswick SW Primary
School in the morning. And again in the afternoon.

2/10/2021 9:32 PM

478 Corner of Albert st and Nicholson st. The cobble stone ramps onto the road, like many, are
poorly maintained and the footpaths are very narrow, which make crossing with a pram there
a bit scary. It’s a high car/truck traffic corner, with lots of pedestrians, so it makes sense to
make it a quick and easy street to cross with an even ramp

2/10/2021 8:24 PM

479 See above 2/10/2021 7:41 PM

480 Nicholson/Blyth intersection East brunswick village confusion Nicholson/Glenlyon
intersection Nicholson/Holder intersection Lygon/Glenlyon intersection Lygon Holden
intersection Sydney/Holden intersection

2/10/2021 7:20 PM

481 Pedestrian crossing near Quarry Hotel on Lygon Street. I regularly see cars coming out of
Weston Street, turning left on Lygon, and driving straight through red lights. They don't have
time (or the care) to realise there is a crossing and a red light between exiting Weston and
hitting the crossing on Lygon. Either put some kind of warning to drivers on Weston Street,
or move the crossing further away from a side street (or both). This is particularly dangerous
since crossing is heavily used by school children.

2/10/2021 7:16 PM

482 Brunswick road and Ewing st, crossing in front of the red house. It’s hideous. Nearly been
hit so many times by cars. Also the crossing on barkly st / Sydney road. And lygon/
glenlyon is hideous.

2/10/2021 5:54 PM

483 They are all similar and it’s easy to stay safe if one has patience. 2/10/2021 4:44 PM

484 - Slow down traffic around Fleming Park from nearby apartments (more crossings, slow
traffic speeds, prioritise cyclist and pedestrian movement) Change tempo of pedestrian
lights across Lygon Street, giving greater priority to pedestrians for east-west movement

2/10/2021 3:08 PM


